
The democratic elements of Jordan’s political system are building little trust 
among citizens and public institutions. Many citizens are reluctant to actively 
participate in overtly political processes and struggle to identify and build 
upon participatory processes outside of voting.  Low citizen engagement has 
contributed to low demand for the transparency and oversight necessary for 
holding government institutions and officials accountable.

The breadth and speed with which technology is transforming the definition 
of citizenship and creating opportunities to participate in a global dialogue on 
social welfare are breathtaking.  A cell phone and a Twitter account can turn 
anyone into a citizen journalist.  Recent events in the Middle East have demon-
strated the potential for technology to facilitate social movements, give voice 
to individual citizens, and encourage public participation in the political pro-
cess and democratic civil society.  

Despite increased access to the Internet and greater opportunities to be 
online, Youth civil society organizations (CSOs) in Jordan continue to strug-
gle to utilize new media to further their missions and achieve better outreach-
ing results.

Jordanian CSOs have little experience building sustained campaigns to sup-
port aspects of good governance such as rights-based advocacy, service 
delivery or even reporting on initiatives that are change driven, due in part to 
the complexity of Jordanian government, frequently changing municipal 
management, and few partnerships with other CSOs or local representatives.  
CSOs have often worked in isolation to secure funding as opposed to collab-
orating to further their common goals.  However, new collaborative technol-
ogies offer expanded possibilities for CSOs to build partnerships and conduct 
effective advocacy campaigns that better engage their constituencies in 
holding governments accountable.  Web-based platforms and mobile applica-
tions can amplify citizen and CSO voices, bringing together organizations 
that are working on the same issues, helping them to share their resources 
and expertise, and enabling them to communicate more widely and powerful-
ly.  Key to using these new technologies to support multiple organizations is 
ensuring that CSOs are networked offline as well as online to promote collab-
oration.  



PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

 
 
 1. Supporting democratic values and active participation of all individuals in  
     social and political life,
 
 2.Understanding of values of good governance, rule of law, and best online  
    advocacy practices among youth CSOs.

This is achieved when TechTribes trains CSOs in the North, South and Amman on 
Comprehensive Social Media and Digital Identity, Social Marketing Campaigns, 
Online Publishing, Good Governance and Online Presence Strategies.  

 

Using the various online skills acquired, 3 CSOs implement pilot projects to fight 
harassment, advocate for good governance and fight against state and law illitera-
cy in their respective regions as follows:

 1. Fight against state and rule-of-law law illiteracy through creating clearer  
 public awareness of democratic values, processes and the formation of  
     the state in Amman. (Online publishing and Mobile apps)
 
 2. Advocate for values of good governance and the wellbeing of local   
    communities through cyber/online civic engagement in the South   
   (community reporting using Blogging and Video Blogging) 
 
 3. Expand women’s participation in public life by calling for communi  
  ty-led accountability on the rising issue of harassment in the North.   
 (Interactive maps and SMS)

** explained further in the project infographic on page 3

Phase I     Capacity Building of Jordanian Youth 

Phase II     Pilot Projects implementation 



Community3.jo builds the capacity of 45 targeted CSOs in social media and online technologies to further 
their respective missions and achieve better outreaching results. It also draws on the importance of sustainability by applying 
low-cost, practical and replicable technologies to :

 1. fight against state and law illiteracy though creating clearer public awareness of democratic values and the rule of   
 law,

 2. advocate for values of good governance developing independent online platforms, 

 3. expand women’s participation in public life by portraying her as an agent for change on critical societal and 
 community issues.
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Fight against state and law illiteracy though creating 
clearer public awareness of democratic values, 
processes and the formation of the state in Amman. 
(Online publishing and Mobile apps)

Advocate for values of good governance
 and the wellbeing of local communities 

through cyber/online civic engagement in
 the South (community reporting using 

Blogging and Video Blogging) 

COMMUNITY3.JO Resources

Technology for youth 
engagement guidbook

Mobile app on 
government transper-
ancy & service delivery

Rule of Law & civic 
participation educational

online portal

Interactive Crowdsourced 
Harrassment Map

Expand women’s participation in public
 life by calling for community-led accountability 

on the rising issue of harassment in the 
North. (Interactive maps and SMS)


